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Historias Nacionales
... or, Nation, Narration, and the End of the World
in the Works ofJorge Luis Borges

An argentine abstraction approachirrg form
And suddenly denying itself away. *

Hannah Alpert-Abrams
April 2007

*Wallace Stevens, "Reality is an Activity of the Most August Imagination." 11-12.

HISTORIAS NACIONALES
Jorge Luis Borges once wrote, "It is all right to read books for the truth they hold,
but it is also nice to read them for the marvelous things they contain" (Qtd. in Monegal,
183). In reading Borges, there is a temptation to be swept away by the marvelous. The
stories flirt with the cosmic, engage with the philosophical discourse, lull readers into a
false sense of security and undermine their convictions with subtle, and often humorous,
linguistic winks. To analyze the mystery - to relegate it to literary criticism on the same
level as "an obstinate analysis of the 'syntactic habits' of Toulet" ("Pierre Menard,
Author of Don Quixote," 47) or "an inquiry into the indirect Jewish sources of Jakob
Boehme" ("The Secret Miracle," 143) - seems not merely tedious but also offensive.
Critics who do choose to undertake the challenge tend towards an analysis that leaves the
mystery intact, or even inflates it: see for example John Barth's exploration of the term
genius in "The Literature of Exhaustion." Among those who love Borges, to analyze his
literature is to reduce the magic to mere strobe lights and fog machines, the fantasy to
mere words. It is among these mere words, in the marvelous game of signs, that Borges
analysis permits itself to play.
This is a study of the nation in Borges. The attempt to decipher Borges' stories
through contextualization is preemptively condemned by prominent Borges critics
everywhere. Borges "belongs to a far wider, ideal world, where frontiers and nationalities
matter not at all" (Sturrock, 19); "the singular reality of his world is not interesting to
Borges .... Borges' literary world is more universal" (Kushigian, 34). Yet the nation is
vital to the worlds that Borges creates. Where would "Theme of the Traitor and Hero" be
(literally!) without Ireland; "The Secret Miracle," without Germany, "The Garden of
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Forking Paths" without England, Germany, and China; where would any of these stories
be without Argentina? The nation, for Borges, is both a terrifying political construction
and a form of joyous liberation. Writing in the middle of the twentieth-century, Borges
was writing in the context of the National Socialists in Germany and ofperonismo, the
populist political movement led in 1940s Argentina by Juan Peron which Borges strongly
opposed. Nationalism, in Borges' works, leads directly to totalitarianism, fascism, and in
the most extreme cases, universal destruction. It is this problem that will be the subject of
the first section of this paper, Das Ende Der Welt. In contrast, or even in opposition, to
this political threat, Borges' collections have the allure of the modem cosmopolitan work.
The stories are so famously multi-canonical, multi-temporal, locational, theological, and
lingual that Anthony Kerrigan, in his introduction to Ficciones, describes them as "a
species of international literary metaphor" (9). Kerrigan notes, "He knowledgeably makes
a transfer of inherited meanings from Spanish and English, French and German, and
sums up a series of analogies ... in other nations' literatures" (9). For the literaryintellectual world, Borges' stories offer an international sentiment based on a dialogue
between literatures that transcends national conflicts. This world, as located in "Theme of
the Traitor and Hero" and "The Garden of Forking Paths," is the subject of the second
section of this paper, The Ironic Cosmopolitan. Ultimately, it is found to be a pleasurable
but unsustainable escape from a reality that is defiantly illiterate.
The third and fourth sections of this paper consider the way in which nations are
created in Borges' stories. 'National spirit' has long been understood in literary discourse
as a product of the national canon. In Borges' stories, this spirit is the product of specific
works of fiction, texts which Borges claims for each national community in which his
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stories are immersed. The nation thus becomes, as all things must or can with Borges, a

literary problem, a question of sign, signified, and interpretation. My third chapter, The
Sacrilegious Text explores the potential and limitations of this form of national
construction.
In Borges' "Poema conjetural," the narrator Francisco Narciso de Laprida says,

Yo que anhele ser otro, ser un hombre
de sentencias, de libros, de dictamenes,
a cielo abierto yacere entre chJnagas;
pero me endiosa el pecho inexplicable
un jubilo secreto. Al fin me encuentro
con mi destino sudamericano. (22-27) 1
[1 who dream of being another, a man
of sentences, of books, of opinions,
I will rest in the swamps under the open sky;
but in my chest inexplicably reigns
a secret joy. Finally 1 meet
with my South American destiny. (Trans. mine)]

This thesis can be read as a series of pendulum swings, a gentle oscillation between the
desire or need for a productive relationship with the national construct and a violent fear
and even hatred of its political and philosophical implications. It will end, as perhaps all
stories must, with the Argentine duel, a uniquely Borgesian interpretation of the
Argentine spirit (and by 'unique' I mean that it is the distorted, dismembered, and
dramatically transfigured reconstruction of a literary tradition). Borges' use of the duel
locates a place for the nation within - and apart from - the modem labyrinth of
intellectual discourse.

1 Laprida

(1780-1829) was an Argentine politician and the president of the Congress of Tucuman of 1816.
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DAS ENDE DER WELT

Figure 1: The lighthouse at Ushuaia, the city at the end of the world

My name is Otto Dietrich zur Linde. One of my forebears,
Christoph zur Linde, died in the cavalry charge that decided
the victory of Zorndorf. During the last days of 1870, my
maternal great-grandfather, Ulrich Forkel, was killed in the
Marchenoir forest by French sharpshooters; Captain
Dietrich zur Linde, my father, distinguished himself in
1914 at the siege ofNamur, and again two years later in the
crossing of the Danube. 1 As for myself, I am to be shot as a
torturer and a murderer.
1 It is significant that zur Linde has omitted his most
illustrious forebear, the theologian and Hebraist Johannes
Forkel (1799-1846), who applied Hegel's dialectics to
Christo logy and whose literal translations of some of the
Apocrypha earned him the censure of Hengstenberg and the
praise ofThilo and Gesenius. «((Deutsches Requiem, " 62)

Consider Borges' character Otto Dietrich zur Linde. He opens the text that is to
serve as his justification with a family history that locates his own identity within a
specific national context. In this personal teleology, each memorable ancestor was a
national hero, a man who sacrificed himself for the future of his country. As the footnote
makes apparent, this is a selective description: Otto has carefully utilized his knowledge
of his familial history in order to place himself within a narrative that suits his argument.
In so doing, Otto illustrates the unconscious process by which national identity is formed.
The German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer writes that "what history relates is in fact
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only the long, heavy and confused dream of mankind" (Schopenhauer, lOS). For
Schopenhauer, history must be understood by humanity in the form of a fictional
narrative. Schopenhauer finds history inferior to science or philosophy in the pursuit of
truth. Its only value, he claims, is that it serves as "the faculty of reason, or the reflected
consciousness of the human race" (Schopenhauer, Ill). While Schopenhauer's work may
be outdated (Absolute truth? Absurd!), his argument demonstrates the ideology behind
the formation of a national consciousness. He writes, "Only through history does a nation
become completely conscious of itself' (Schopenhauer, Ill). Schopenhauer suggests that
out of this national consciousness can be drawn the shared truth of human experience;
conversely, he suggests that it is out of the communal memory that the nation is born. In
the case of Otto Dietrich zur Linde, the' shared national consciousness' becomes instead
a selective consciousness, allowing him to imagine a community defined by his preferred
historiography. As the more contemporary historian Benedict Anderson writes in
Imagined Communities, "If nation-states are widely conceded to be 'new' and
'historical,' the nations to which they give political expression always loom out of an
immemorial past, and, still more important, glide into a limitless future" (Anderson, 19).
Otto's family history, which has been culled to suggest an eternity of national sacrifice, is
also the writing of a nation.
Borges' fantastical essay "T16n, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" can be read, as Beatriz
Sarlo puts it, as a discussion of political philosophy through a narrative situation (Sarlo,
7S). More specifically, it poses the problem of ideologies, such as nationalism, that are by
necessity based in fiction (or narratives that fictionalize history). "T16n, Uqbar, Orbis
Tertius" is written as if it were an essay, published in the Anthology of Fantastic
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Literature in 1940, and a postscript, dated 1947. The story itself was published in 1942,
so the narrative of the story extends well into the future. The first part of "T16n, Uqbar,
Orbis Tertius" concerns itself with the discovery of an encyclopedia dedicated to the
imaginary planet of T16n by 'Borges' (the narrator) and the author Adolfo Bioy Casares.
The encyclopedia is discovered to have been the project of a secret society of intellectuals
dedicated to the invention of this imaginary world. The essay that begins "T16n, Uqbar,
Orbis Tertius" describes the events by which 'Borges' discovered this planet, and then
sets itself to the task of describing T16n's conception of the universe. Based on the
theories of, among others, Berkeley and Schopenhauer, the nations of T16n are
congenitally idealist (23). There are no nouns, only the accumulation of adjectives; the
world is made up of primary objects and of hronir, secondary objects that are brought
into being by the very expectation that they should exist (29). As an intellectual problem,
the planet of Tl6n is extraordinarily seductive. To the general public, the project is
sensational, with "its transparent tigers and its towers of blood" (23). It is the planet's
metaphysics, however, that attracts the attention of 'Borges' and Bioy Casares, as well as
Nestor Ibarra, Ezequiel Martinez Estrada, Drieu de La Rochelle, and Alfonso Reyes. 2 The
philosophy of T16n is, in a way, an expansion of the interpretation of history on which
Schopenhauer, Anderson, and Otto Dietrich zur Linde rely. On T16n, like in the
historiography of zur Linde, the past "is no less malleable or obedient than the future."
Although the ideologies of T16n, in which "objects can come into existence or grow
vague with human memory," may be absurd, they are exaggerations of the philosophies

All of these characters were real intellectual figures in the Latin American literary world. "T16n, Uqbar,
Orbis Tertius," 21-22.

2
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on which Borges' works are also based: philosophies that were first developed to explain,
not a fictional world, but the one in which we live.
The body of "Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" is the slow unfolding of the fascinating
tale of the planet Tlon. The postscript, in tum, is a retraction not of the story itself but of
the sense of wonder it invokes. At the end of the story, 'Borges' exposes a newly
discovered, and far more problematic, history of the planet Tlon. In this version, the
initial project of intellectual intrigue was expanded and compromised in the 1820s by
Ezra Buckley, a (North) American millionaire, a "freethinker, a fatalist, and an apologist
for slavery" ("Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius," 31). Unfortunately, this new, more cautious
historiography comes far too late. Humanity has already chosen to abandon known reality
for that of Tlon. The impossible objects from Tlon appear in the world (the product,
perhaps, of the collective imagination, much like Tlon's hronir); the Earth becomes Tlon.
For 'Borges,' this represents a shift in the interpretation of Tlon, from an intellectual
game to a fixed ideology:
Ten years ago, any symmetrical system whatsoever \vhich
gave the appearance of order - dialectical materialism, antiSemitism, Nazism - was enough to fascinate men. Why not
fall under the spell of Tlon and submit to the minute and
vast evidence of an ordered planet? ("Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis
Tertius," 34).
Here the idealism of Tlon is treated as the equivalent of three important, and profoundly
dangerous, twentieth-century ideologies. The line between an amusing discussion of
)

metaphysics on Tlon and the philosophies of dialectical materialism, anti-semitism, and
Nazism, is erased. According to 'Borges,' dialectical materialism and the idealism of
Tlon are equally fictive; they are also equally tautological, immune within themselves to
any form of external repudiation. As a philosophical problem this too is amusing: it
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represents the incompatibility between reality and fiction, the "unavoidable conclusion
that reality can be grasped neither through perception nor through the formal structure of
logic" (Sarlo, 58). As a political problem, however, Tl6n leaves little to be amused by. If
in the past, humanity's fascination with ideology led to the horrors of Nazism, what
terrible political reality would be the product ofTl6n?

Although the problems that Tl6n represents are not uniquely national, they
represent the dangers of the formation of an 'imagined community' based upon a fixed
ideology. In "Deutsches Requiem" the particularly national manifestation of this problem
is explored. The narrator of ((Deutsches Requiem" is Otto Dietrich zur Linde, introduced
earlier in this thesis. The story's conceit is that it is the philosophical justification for an
odious ideology. Otto is a Nazi, former subdirector of the Tamowitz concentration camp,
writing his autobiography and his justification on the eve of his execution. His story is, in
many ways, a literary history, which follows his intellectual life from Brahms and
Schopenhauer to Shakespeare, Nietszche, Spengler, and David Jerusalem. This history
also describes his experiences during the war, and particularly his slow torture of the
Jewish poet David Jerusalem, perhaps a symbol for many Jewish individuals, at
Tamowitz. In addition, "Deutsches Requiem" is a thesis, a re-interpretation of
nationalism from the perspective of a doomed Nazi after Hitler's defeat. Otto writes, "I
have no desire to be pardoned, for I feel no guilt, but I do wish to be understood. Those
who heed my words shall understand the history of Germany and the future history of the
world" (((Deutsches Requiem, " 62).
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At the end of his 'requiem,' or song for the repose of the dead, Otto foresees the
annihilation of the national world order. He writes, "Hitler thought he was fighting for a
nation, but he was fighting for all nations" (Deutsches Requiem, " 68). "Deutsches

Requiem" calls itself a song for the soul of Germany, but it is perhaps a song for the
universal soul: as Johannes Brahms, the composer of the original Ein Deutsches Requiem,
wrote, "As concerns the text, I must admit, I very happily also would omit the Deutsch
[German] and simply put 'Menschen' [Human]" (Beller-Mckenna, 4). The first words of
the work, from Matthew 5 :4, are "Blest are they who are sorrowful; blest are they that
mourn; for they shall have comfort" (Brahms, ii). For Otto, who writes, "Let heaven exist,
though our place be in hell," the death of Germany is also the birth of a new, celestial
universalism ("Deutsches Requiem, " 68).
In the character Otto Dietrich zur Linde, the idea that nationalism is one step on

the ladder of history's progress towards universalism is pushed to the extreme. At the end
of "Deutsches Requiem," Otto concludes his short autobiography with a description of
the new world order that he predicts will triumph at the end of the Second World War. In
this world order, all nations unite as one transcendent universal community. Otto writes,
"If victory and injustice and happiness do not belong to Germany, let them belong to
other nations" (68). What is terrifying about Otto's vision of a heavenly universalism is
that it is based in violence, self-sacrifice and ultimately, annihilation. Otto asks, "What
does it matter that England is the hammer and we the anvil? What matters is that violence,
not servile Christian acts of timidity, now rules (68). As a part of the inexorable
progression of history, the aspects that once characterized Otto's German nationalism are
)

applied to all humanity. Otto claims that, while at Tarnowitz, he drove the Jewish poet
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David Jerusalem to suicide by causing him to become consumed by a map of Hungary.
Perhaps this suicide was the product of the incompatibility between Hungarian
nationalism and Jerusalem's Jewish identity. It also reflects the self-sacrifice that Otto
claims Germany has committed. Otto sees Germany's defeat at the end of World War
Two as the sacrifice of the German nation to a new world order: a world order where
violence rules, and where the distinction between nations has been abolished. In this way
Otto's argument takes one step beyond "TI6n, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius." While that story
ends with the universal adoption of a human-made ideology (an adoption that leads to
voluntary cultural annihilation), in "Deutsches Requiem" the failure of an imposed
ideology leads instead to the triumph of an equally destructive universal chaos.

The Ironic Cosmopolitan

Figure 2: Trevelin, a Welsh town in northern patagonia

The action transpires in some oppressed and stubborn
country: Poland, Ireland, the Republic of Venice, some
state in South America or the Balkans .... Let us say, for
purposes of narration, that it was in Ireland, in 1824.
("Theme of the Traitor and Hero," 123).

"Deutsches Requiem" and "TI6n, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" demonstrate the way in
which expansionist nationalism can lead to universal homogenization. Borges' literature
itself, however, is defiantly multicultural. From the suburbs of Buenos Aires to the streets
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of Bombay, from the estancias of Uruguay to the towers of Tlon, Borges' stories cover
vast temporal and physical distances. 3 Collectively, the stories suggest a universalism that
is altogether different from that of Tlon or Nazi Germany. Julia Kushigian, writing about
the Orient in Borges' stories, argues that this internationality allows for a dialogue
between the self and the other, the familiar and the exotic (7). According to Kushigian,
Borges' use of the Orient allows nations to serve as metaphors whose absent referent is
"an object that the author believes is universally found" in both the home and the oriental
culture" (27). Like in "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," where Ireland is the Balkans is
South America, Kushigian's argument suggests that nationality can be a narrative device
which serves as the point of departure for those who seek transcendence. It is dependent,
however, on stable identifications of the 'home' and the 'other.' In Borges' works, these
identities are destabilized, and a profound discomfort with all nationalities is revealed.
'Home' in Borges' stories is located instead within an intellectually cosmopolitan space,
against which all other worlds are equally foreign.
"Theme of the Traitor and Hero" is a story that effectively discusses universal
themes through the selection of and adherence to a specific nationality. "Theme of the
Traitor and Hero" tells the story of an Irish historian named Ryan who sets out to write
the biography of his ancestor Fergus Kilpatrick. Ryan discovers that, in addition to
having been a hero of the Irish resistance movement, Kilpatrick was a traitor. His heroic
death was a theatrical act, planned and executed in secret by the revolutionary James
Alexander Nolan to redeem and punish Kilpatrick without compromising the resistance.
In this story, nationalism becomes insignificant, a mere narrative device. This permits the
The list is too much fun to resist. It includes Buenos Aires and rural Argentina, Uruguay, England, Ireland,
France, Arizona, New York, China, Iceland, Germany, Bombay, Spain; sixth-century Rome, eighteenthcentury Egypt, Babylon, the Library of Babel, TlOn

3
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literary critic John Sturrock to argue, "Kilpatrick had died not to drive the English from
Ireland, but to drive the merely accidental from the narrative" (Sturrock, 138).
Nationality for Sturrock is a narrative device; nationality for Kilpatrick is much more
significant. Or perhaps it is more relevant to say that narrative for Kilpatrick is much
more real. In "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," history is a narrative in the most literal
sense. Nolan, by planting in time the facts that will cause future historians to write the
historiography he desires, writes history. Nolan's fictional act, in tum, is incorporated
into the national mythology such that it becomes a symbol of the Irish national struggle,
until Kilpatrick's name embellishes the verses of Browning and of Hugo (123).
Kilpatrick dies a national hero; the nation to which he belongs, as Borges claims
at the beginning of his story, is arbitrary. Kilpatrick represents an idea that transcends the
particulars of the nation. It is for this reason that neither of the poets that he inspires
needs to be Irish (Browning was English; Hugo, French). The idea that Kilpatrick
represents similarly transcends the need for historical truth. At the end of the story, the
historian Ryan decides to leave his discovery a secret, and publishes a book dedicated to
Kilpatrick's glory. It does not matter to Ryan that the Ireland he is describing is a fantasy:
Ireland is ultimately less important to him than the idea it signifies.
For Ryan, Irish nationalism is an effective medium for the engagement of
universal themes. Borges' stories, however, express a profound discomfort with the
adherence to any form of national identification. This universal discomfort is expressed
through the national displacement of the exotic. In Borges' early collection of short semi-
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fictions, A Universal History ofInfamy,4 an exotic exterior world is juxtaposed with an
Argentine homeland. A Universal History ofInfamy is a collection of short biographies
loosely based on real events (sometimes, as in the case of "The Improbable Impostor
Tom Castro," where an incidental servant becomes the mastermind of the plot, the stories
stray so far from the truth as to be considered complete works of fiction [see Monegol,
256]). In his literary travels to the homelands of these characters, Borges often uses the
more familiar traditions of Argentina or Europe as a backdrop against which the exotic
settings are described. Thus the Chinese Widow Ching becomes one in a list of female
corsairs including those of the "now-faded Spanish Operetta," the British Mary Read, and
the Irish Anne Bonney. The extraordinary and terrible world of Asian piracy, with its
luncheons of rats and its practice of regulated rape ("The Widow Ching - Pirate," 21),
becomes in contrast both more exotic and more universal. Asian piracy is unlike any
known in the Western seas, but female pirates exist the world over. A similar effect is
created in "The Cruel Redeemer Lazarus Morell," the biography of a false abolitionist
who would sell slaves that he had helped escape. In its opening paragraphs, the history of
African Americans in the Americas is presented through a catalogue of signifiers whose
referents vary from the horrific to the mundane: the North American Lazarus Morell is
pulled out of this catalogue as both a representative and somehow extraordinary figure.
His story is set along the Mississippi, a "broad-chested river, a dark and infinite brother
of the Parana, the Uruguay, the Amazon, and the Orinoco" (7). Again, the features of
North America become more extraordinary and more universal in relation to South
America. While China may be a classically exotic part of the world in the Western
In Collected Fictions, this is poorly translated "A Universal History of Iniquity." While 'iniquity'
suggests a true collection of misdemeanors, however, 'infamy' is the mysterious product of communal
judgment and serves as a mockery of those who seek, out of this universal history, universal truth.
4
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literary tradition, North America has closer ties to both Argentina and Europe. To make
North America a part of the Orient is to expand dramatically the definition of the exotic.
The foreign worlds that Borges describes, from North America to South and East
Asia, are universally exotic in their relation to Argentina. In other stories, however,
Borges' use of Argentina is similarly exotic. Mocking himself in his "Autobiographical
Essay," Borges describes his earliest method of creating a sense of the Argentine:
... 1 tried to be as Argentine as I could. I got hold of
Segovia's dictionary of Argentinisms and worked in so
many local words that many of my countrymen could
hardly understand it. Since I have mislaid my dictionary,
I'm not sure I would any longer understand the book
myself, and so have given it up as utterly hopeless" ("An
Autobiographical Essay," 38).
By using 'Argentinisms,' Borges creates a text that, far from being comfortingly local, is
in fact utterly foreign. The story that Borges considers to be his most Argentine text, in
contrast, is the European "Death and the Compass." The story occurs in an unidentified
European city: the varied but exclusively European names of his protaganists include the
Nordic inspector Erik L6nnrot; the Jewish Marcel Yarmolinskey; the faux-Latin
Inspector Treviranus, and the apparently Irish Red Scharlach. Yet Borges writes of it:
Then, about a year ago, I wrote a story called "La muerte y
la brujula" ("Death and the Compass"), which is a kind of
nightmare, a nightmare in which there are elements of
Buenos Aires, deformed by the horror of the nightmare.
There I think of the Paseo Colon and call it rue de Toulon; I
think of the country houses of Adrogue and call them
Triste-Ie-Roy; when this story was published, my friends
told me that at last they had found in what I wrote the
flavor of the outskirts of Buenos Aires ("The Argentine
Writer and Tradition," 181).
Borges' comment is somewhat facetious: he is making an argument here about the nature
of being an Argentine writer, and with Borges it is always dangerous to take his
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statements literally. In Borges' two strategies of 'writing the Argentine,' however, it is
remarkable that neither results in a neutral space. Both linguistic styles are profoundly
disorienting, either through their use of unintelligible language, or their pervasive
nightmarish quality. As Paul de Man notes, in Borges' collection Dreamtigers, "the
violence is even starker and more somber, closer, I suppose, to the atmosphere of
Borges's native Argentina" (61). If North America and Asia are exotic to Borges,
Argentina is an equally, if uniquely, uncomfortable locale.
Borges' stories undermine the sense of stability that results from coherent
definitions of East and West, home and the exotic. They express a discomfort with the
world that causes the familiar to become exotic and the home to become terrifying. In
"The Garden of Forking Paths," Borges proposes an alternate form of home for those
who feel equally foreign in all parts of the world. In the house of Stephen Albert,
literature, art, and philosophy from Eastern and Western artistic traditions unite to create
an intellectual space ignorant of all national boundaries.
"The Garden of Forking Paths" is the supposed deposition ofYu Tsun, a spy
living in London during the First World War. It tells the story of his attempt to pass an
unknown message (the location of an artillery base) to his German chief before he is
captured by the Irish inspector Richard Madden. In the story, national identity is
destabilized. The story is located (literally) within a standard British historical text,
Liddell Hart's A History a/the World War. The one editor's footnote, which describes Yu
Tsun's introduction as "A malicious and outlandish statement ... ," makes this British bias
painfully explicit. The story itself, however, is narrated by the Chinese spy, who sees the
Western world as foreign and inferior. He describes Richard Madden as "horse-faced," a
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term that does to the British physique what traditional British literature does to Asian
features, and he calls Germany "barbarous" (90-91).5
Although Europe is a location of extreme discomfort for Yu Tsun, he finds
himself unexpectedly at home in a garden in a London suburb:
Two things dawned on me at once, the first trivial and the
second almost incredible: the music came from the pavilion
and that music was Chinese. That was why I had accepted
it fully, without paying it any attention. (94)
The pavilion belongs to the house of the undeniably British sinologist Stephen Albert,
who Yu Tsun encounters during the course of his adventure. The 'reason' for their
meeting is not revealed until the end. IfYu Tsun finds comfort in the Chinese music of
that house, the house itself represents a kind of intellectual cosmopolitanism. On the
shelves of the house are books from both East and West: there is a phonograph record
(presumably playing Chinese music) and ajar "of that blue color which our [Chinese]
potters copied from the Persians" (95). The discussion that occurs within the house, a
discussion of the philosophy ofYu Tsun's ancestor Ts'ui Pen, transcends nationality: it is
based on the Chinese novel The Garden ofForking Paths, as well as the Arabian

Thousand and One Nights, the theories of Newton, Schopenhauer and Plato, and even the
game of chess (an international symbol of logic and intellectualism). When Stephen
Albert calls himself a "barbarous Englishman" (96), he mocks the idea that intellect
cannot transcend nationality; when Yu Tsun, after mocking German nationalism, writes
of Stephen Albert that "I did not speak with him for more than an hour, but during that
time, he was Goethe" (91), he implies that all national literary heroes are universal. In
It is notable that he uses the term "barbarous." In the Argentine literary tradition, as introduced by
Sarmiento, the national conflict is between "civilization" and "barbarism" - civilization here referring to
modernization and the European inheritance, with barbarism referring to the natives and gauchos. Calling
Germany "barbarous" inverts Europe's social position (although it says little about the gauchos).
5

)
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"The Garden of Forking Paths," it is within the international literary dialogue that the
barbarism of nationalism can be transcended.
At the end of "The Garden of Forking Paths," Yu Tsun murders Stephen Albert in
a desperate attempt to impart strategic military information to his German Chief. In the
face of intellectual transcendence he chooses nationalism, and is left with neither political
nor personal justification. It is as though the intellectual world that Albert had built was
not sufficient to protect him from the tragically mundane reality in which he lived. In
"Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius," the narrator Borges experiences a similar defeat. In the face
of the overwhelming triumph of Tlon, Borges reduces himself to a private translation of
Thomas Browne's Urn Burial, a painfully anachronistic meditation on death. On Tlon
archaeology has a new meaning, church-based philosophy is irrelevant, and both English
and Spanish are dead languages. Utterly obsolete in the new world order, the comfort of
this act of translation for Borges is one that fails to satisfy the need for an alternative to
Tlon. At the end of the deposition, Yu Tsun writes of his German Chief, "He does not
know, for no one can, of my infinite penitence and sickness of the heart" (101). Yu
Tsun's decision to violate the intellectual security of Albert's home is similar to Borges'
refusal to actively counter Tlon in that it defines nationalism as the inexorable force of
reality, against which the pursuit of human desires is futile.
In "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," the conflict between nationalism and

intellectual escapism that plagues Yu Tsun is made manifest in the experience of the
reader. Although "Theme of the Traitor and Hero" concludes on a celebratory note, its
structure brings into question the value of the entire story as a form of intellectual
escapism. The story's date of publication, which is remarked on within the text, mocks
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any attempt to read the tale outside ofa Second World War context. Nolan's nationalist
games, enjoyable when locally and temporally distant, tum sinister when the nationalist
movement is seen as a Nazi movement. Upon realizing that the story is being written in
January of 1944, it is difficult not to be aware that in Europe the national sentiment is
resulting in one of the greatest universal massacres of all time. Even considering that
Ireland stands not so much for Germany as for Poland, Nolan's games undermine Polish
nationalism as a viable anti-German option. The introduction to the story undermines its
transcendent qualities even further. The narrator - who speaks in the first person, whom I
will call Borges - is not Ryan. He does not have that fortunate attachment to the figures
involved (is not the great-grandson of Kilpatrick, is not responsible for writing a work
that will be incorporated into his own national or familial canon). Borges is not even Irish.
In claiming, as he does in the beginning, that the story serves as both a personal
justification and an amusement for "profitless afternoons" (123), he suggests that despite
its intellectual strengths, in the end the story is nothing but a selfish and decadent
personal proj ect.
In "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," Borges' introduction has been interpreted to
suggest an incompatibility between the pleasures of the story and the problematic
indifference of reality. The disinterest that Borges shows towards the story can also be
read as an ironic detachment, a defense against the unpredictable nature of reality.
"Theme of the Traitor and Hero" might be significant and it might provide justification;
alternatively, the Nazis might take London, and the story might disappear into a desk
drawer. By describing the text as both a form of justification and a source of profitless
amusement, Borges protects himself from the disappointments of the exterior world. His
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detachment permits the reader a similar distance from the story. The end of the story traps
the reader in an intellectual labyrinth that extends beyond Nolan's game. The description
of Kilpatrick's death at the end of the story is said to have 'foreshadowed' the death of
Abraham Lincoln (126); in the final sentence, Borges writes, "[Ryan] publishes a book
dedicated to the glory of the hero; this, too, no doubt was foreseen" (127). These
sentences suggest that history is too complicated to fit even the extraordinary argument
that Borges proposes. They invite the reader to engage fully in a literary experiment that
will ultimately be disappointed. By claiming the same ironic detachment that Borges
demonstrates, the reader is protected from the seduction of this kind of philosophical
labyrinth.
In "Theme of the Traitor and Hero" and "The Garden of Forking Paths," Borges
manipulates national symbols and discourses in order to define an intellectual world that
is separate from all forms of national reality. It is perhaps this that permits some readers
to complain that his stories are dehumanized and excessively cerebral. 6 As Enrique
Anders on-Imbert put it, "Those of us who devotedly accompany [Borges] in his descents
to buried temples suffer at times a suffocation of so much rarified air. I doubt if we could
endure to live there for too long should Borges persist in inhabiting them forever. Perhaps
we will kill ourselves or die as did his Babel's librarians ... " (Qtd. in Alazraki, 3). In fact,
Borges' stories demonstrate the failure of this intellectual world to remain separate from
reality, bringing into question its value even as a form of escape. In "The Garden of
Forking Paths," Albert's long discussion ofTs'ui Pen's novel is not sufficient to save him
from German nationalism; Yu Tsun's meaningless success ("Abominably, I have yet
)

See Jaime Alazraki's introduction to Borges in his collection Critical Essays on Jorge Luis Borges for a
discussion of this argument as put forward by South American readers in the 1930s and '40s (3).
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triumphed!" he declares [101]) likewise fails to bring him peace. Even the ironic
detachment of the Borges narrator in "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," merely serves to
diminish the potential disappointment of the story. In contrast, the ideologically
abominable Otto Dietrich zur Linde, as he approaches his own hanging, claims, "My
flesh may feel fear; I myself do not" «((Deutsches Requiem, " 68). We can only imagine
that the Tl6nists, enthusiastically embracing the Master Work of Man, are equally content
with their chosen path. Peace, it seems, is for those who embrace the homogenizing
ideology. Intellectual cosmopolitanism may try to serve as an escape from the dangers of
nationalism, but it is a form of escape that cannot be sustained.

THE SACRILIGIOUS TEXT
Part One: Intellectual Cosmopolitanism in a

Space

Figure 3: The Genie, from Disney's Aladdin.

The metaphysicians of Tl6n are not looking for truth, nor
even an approximation of it; they are after a kind of
amazement. They consider metaphysics a branch of
fantastic literature. They know that a system is nothing
more than the subordination of all the aspects of the
universe to some one of them. ("TI6n, Uqbar, Orbis
Tertius," 25)

Borges' stories offer a profoundly Tl6nian interpretation of reality. In A Universal
History ofInfamy, ostensibly true tales are so distorted they become works of literature.
In "TI6n, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius," real figures of the Latin American and European literary
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world engage in the pursuit of an imaginary encyclopedia about an imaginary planet. In
"The Garden of Forking Paths," the fictional story ofYu Tsun is set within a historical
context. The editor writes that Yu Tsun's deposition "casts unsuspected light" on an
otherwise historic occasion, the postponement of a British offensive during World War
One.7 In these stories the distinction between the work of fiction and the work of
historiography becomes blurred: reality becomes a work of fiction, and fiction, another
interpretation of reality. Within this context, it is works of fiction themselves that serve as
a stabilizing agent in a destabilized world. National identity, drawn from the pages of
specific works of literature, orients and justifies characters living in a fictive world.
In "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," a work of literature saves the historian Ryan
from an otherwise disorienting destabilization of reality. While trying to understand the
enigma of the Irish hero Fergus Kilpatrick, Ryan finds himself caught in a series of
"circular labyrinths" (124). Starting with the difficulties of a police investigation, he soon
begins to consider Caeser, Calpumia, Hesiod, Macbeth; decimal histories, morphologies,
the transmigration of souls ... eventually, his disorientation becomes so profound that he
inverts the literature-history hierarchy. 8 Thankfully, Ryan is saved from these labyrinths
by his discovery ofa work of fiction (125). Nolan's project, the execution or murder of
the traitor and hero Kilpatrick, is in fact an extreme version of a Swiss Festspiele. Borges
describes the F estspiele as "vast and roving theatrical representations . .. , which require
thousands of actors and which reiterate historic episodes in the same cities and mountains

7 A moment of good fortune allowed my edition of Liddell Hart's "The Real War" to fall open to page 233,
on which he writes, "The bombardment began on June 24; the attack was intended for June 29, but was
later postponed until July 1, owing to a momentary break in the weather." This may be the event that
Borges refers to; if not, it shows the accuracy of Borges' own historical invention. Daniel Balderston
considers this problem in more detail (41).
8 "That history should have imitated history was already sufficiently marvelous; that history should imitate
literature is inconceivable ... " (125).
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where they occurred" (125). Nolan's project is essentially a work of theater. His play in
tum becomes a stabilizing agent for Ryan, locating him again in the world of the Irish
liberation.
Ryan's Irish nationalism is located within the Festspiele, a specific work of
literature. In "Theme of the Traitor and Hero," Borges as narrator proposes a form of
ironic cosmopolitanism as an alternative to nationalism. In the case of Juan Dahlmann,
the hero of Borges' ironically gauchesque mini-epic "The South," this cosmopolitanism
is similarly based on a specific literary work. In "The South," Dahlmann is described as a
confused, intellectual porteiio (resident of Buenos Aires). The grandson of immigrants
and national heroes, Dahlmann's identity is a comfortable sort of cosmopolitanism born
of boredom and solitude. In the beginning of the story, Dahlmann's character contains
elements of a traditional national inheritance. His romanticism is traced to his Germanic
descent; he professes a "voluntary, but never ostentatious [Argentine] nationalism,"
loosely based on various symbols of Argentina (167). In practice, however, his
nationalism takes on an altogether different form. Juan Dahlmann, secretary of a
municipal library on Calle Cordoba (167) is a 'world citizen,' a middle-class intellectual
whose reading of W eil' s edition of The Thousand and One Nights demonstrates fluency
in the discourses of the Arab world and Germany (perhaps, given the value of that text
for Borges, the entire Western canon) as well as his own Argentina. Although The
Thousand and One Nights is thought of as a traditional Arabic text, it functions here as a
work of fiction that represents an international sentiment. This international sentiment, as
in the case of Stephen Albert, represents the engagement with an intellectual discourse
that is outside of "reality." The Thousand and One Nights, a story in which literary
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engagement can be infinite and Scheherezade, by telling stories, is able to control reality,
is an appropriate basis for Dahlmann's cosmopolitanism. Just as reality imposes itself
violently on Stephen Albert's intellectual discourse, however, Dahlmann's
cosmopolitanism cannot be sustained. When he receives a head wound while hurrying
upstairs to read The Thousand and One Nights, reality intervenes, and the text no longer
functions as a source for his cosmopolitan identity.
After Dahlmann is wounded, The Thousand and One Nights loses its viability as
an international text. The failure of this text is expressed first when, on the train, he
"closed his book and allowed himself to live" (170), and later when, unsuccessfully, "he
opened the volume of The Thousand and One Nights, by way of suppressing reality"
(173). Although intellectual cosmopolitanism is a useful form of escapism when reality
happens to be stable, it is ultimately unable to protect the characters from the dangers of
an uncontrollable reality. Instead of resulting in despair, however, Dahlmann's
disillusionment merely results in a change of essential texts. The second half of "The
South" is one of those pleasurable Borgesian experiences that is possibly reality,
probably fever-dream: it concludes with Dahlmann walking out into the pampas to meet
his death in an anachronistic knife fight. Dahlmann's voyage into the south represents his
abandonment of the cosmopolitan Thousand and One Nights in favor of his profoundly
Argentine spirit. The duel is his enactment of the essential Argentine text, Martin Fierro.

The Sacrilegious Text, Part Two: Martin Fierro and the anti-Aleph
Martin Fierro is an epic poem written in gauchesque slang by Jose Hernandez.
Martin Fierro and its sequel The Return ofMartin Fierro, first published in the 1870s,
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tell of the adventures of the gaucho Martin Fierro as he explores his relationship with
humanity and the law. Borges describes the essential Argentine story as "the tale of the
motiveless, or disinterested duel - of courage for its own sake" ("An Autobiographical
Essay," 38). This story is one that is repeated throughout Borges' work: versions of it can
be found in texts as distant as the very early "Men Fought," 1935's "Man on Pink
Comer," "The End" of 1944, and at least four stories from 1970's Doctor Brodie's

Report. Indeed, Borges writes of "Men Fought," " .. .I was trying to tell a purely
Argentine story in an Argentine way. This story is one of I have been retelling, with small
variations, ever since" ("An Autobiographical Essay," 38). This story is to Borges an
essential Argentine fictional narrative - it is perhaps necessary that it did not originate
with him. It is a story that was immortalized first in Martin Fierro: when Fierro kills the
Negro in a knife fight at the end of the first book, and again when he defeats his brother
in apayada, or musical duel. Just as Ryan's nationalism is located in Nolan'sJestspiele
and Dahlmann's cosmopolitanism comes from The Thousand and One Nights, Borges'
Argentine myth is drawn from the pages of Martin Fierro.
The selection of Martin Fierro as a national text evokes the desire for a national
sentiment that can provide justification for a life left unfulfilled by ironic
cosmopolitanism. Martin Fierro, in the hands of an Argentine, is the opposite of The

Thousand and One Nights. Rather than signifying a complicated intellectual debate,
Martin Fierro evokes the nostalgic memory of a foundational myth. The foundational
myth, as extracted from the definition of Jean-Luc Nancy, is the spoken narrative that
unites a mythic, perhaps primal society (48). Martin Fierro, set in a world apart from the
cosmopolitan Buenos Aires, and evoking the oral tradition of the payador, "a kind of
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gaucho troubadour known for his ability to improvise verses and tell stories in song"
(Shumway, 265), is reminiscent of this tradition. According to Nancy, the appeal of the
foundational myth is that it implies a community united by a common story. For Borges,
to whom national identity is a uniquely personal problem, the appeal of the foundational
myth lies more in its ability, as Nancy writes, to define the present as the very destiny of
humanity (46). When Dahlmann abandons The Thousand and One Nights in favor of
Martin Fierro, he turns to the narrative that can provide his life with justification.
Although Martin Fierro is the story from which Borges' sense of the Argentine is
developed, Borges' definition of the Argentine is not explicit in Hernandez's poem. In his
prologue to Artifices, Borges writes of his story "The End," "Apart from one characterRecabarren - ... nothing or almost nothing in the brief course of ["The End"] is an
invention of mine; everything in it is implicit in a famous book, and I have merely been
the first to reveal, or at least to declare it" (105). "The End" tells the story of a knife fight
between a 'Negro' guitarist and a stranger, as observed by the paralyzed shop owner
Recabarren. As the duel begins it is revealed that the stranger is Martin Fierro: soon after,
Fierro dies. The events that Borges writes in "The End" are not part of Martin Fierro at
all. They represent his interpretation of that poem, the story he has chosen to be his
national text. Ifhe considers them implicit in the original text, that is because he is
treating his interpretation, rather than the original poem, as the source of his national
spirit. It is this interpretation that is re-enacted when Stephen Albert is killed, when the
historian of the later story "Guayaquil" is defeated, or when Juan Dahlmann dies at the
end of "The South." Borges' literary nationalism is based on the interpretation of a work
of literature.
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The act of interpretation is the distinguishing characteristic of Borges' utilization
of national literature. In the collection of essays Nation and Narration, James Snead
writes mockingly "We are familiar enough with the practice whereby literary history or
literary canons stand in for a notion of national spirit or character" (Snead, 233). In his
brief history of the term 'nation' he writes, "A 'nation' was an irreducible and original
quality, an almost transcendent reality, which we could best grasp through 'mother
tongue' and national literature" (Snead, 232). National literature here is a symbol for the
transcendent national spirit. For Borges, in contrast, the work of national literature is the
national spirit. After summarizing the moment when Fierro kills the Negro in one of his
brief essays on the poem, he writes, "This thing that was once, returns again, infinitely;
the visible armies have gone and what is left is a common sort of knife fight; one man's
dream is part of all men's memory" ("Martin Fierro," 164). Here Borges suggests that it
is a single work of fiction, contained within the shared memory of all Argentines, which
unites the national community.
In "Biography of Tadeo Isidoro Cruz," another revision of Martin Fierro, Borges
describes Martin Fierro as "a very famous book - that is ... a book whose subject can be
all things to all men" ("Biography of Tadeo Isidoro Cruz," 40). The phrase is cited to I
Corinthians 9:22; the text that it originally referred to is the Bible. By describing Martin
Fierro in biblical terminology, Borges implies that the gauchesque poem is itself a sacred
text. This returns to Martin Fierro its mythic status: myths, like religious texts, are
)

spoken in "the sacred language of a foundation and an oath" (Nancy, 44). At the same
time, by writing a revision of a sacred text, Borges undermines or mocks his own
language. In a book review, Borges writes:
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Martin Fierro, for Miguel de Unamuno, is the song of the
Spanish Fighter who, after having planted the cross in
Granada, went to America to serve as an advance scout for
civilization and to clear the road to the wilderness; for
Ricardo Rojas it is "the spirit of our native land," and also,
"an elemental voice of nature"; I always believed it was the
story of a decent countryman who degenerates into a
barroom knife-fighter. . . ("Edward Shanks, Rudyard
Kipling: A Study in Literature and Political Ideas, "250)

There is a tension in Borges' use of Martin Fierro between the desire for a sacred text
and a discomfort with the sacred literary form. This tension is a reflection of the desire
for a national identity and the terror of totalitarianism that Borges expresses in "Tlon,
Uqbar, Orbis Tertius." Although the sacred text may provide comfort, its literary form is
totali tarian.
According to Benedict Anderson, before the vernacularization of sacred texts, "all
the great classical communities conceived of themselves as cosmically central, through
the medium of a sacred language linked to a super-terrestrial order of power" (20). The
religious text was traditionally distinct in that its meaning relied on the non-arbitrariness
of the sign. The ideograms of religious languages, he writes, were thought of as
" ... emanations of reality, not randomly fabricated representations of it" (14).9 Jean-Luc
Nancy describes mythic speech similarly as "the speech and the language of the very
things that manifest themselves, ... the communication of these things" (50). If the sacred
text is a book whose subject can be all things to all men, it is because the reality that it
contains is infinite. Martin Fierro, as a sacred text, becomes for Borges a national
'aleph.'

)

9

Anderson refers specifically to the "sacred languages" of a pre-modern era: Arabic, Latin, and Chinese.
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The Aleph, as the character Carlos Argentino Daneri says, is "the place where,
without admixture or confusion, all the places of the world, seen from every angle,
coexist" ("The Aleph, 127). Like a sacred text, it exposes (rather than representing)
reality. Named for the first letter in the sacred language (Hebrew), the aleph is sacred,
and it is real. The aleph is also incomprehensible to the human mind. To understand the
vast matter of the world, the almost infinite catalogue of things that make up human
existence, is to understand (much like Borges' character Funes) precisely nothing. Carlos
Argentino Daneri, the comically bad poet who writes under the influence of the aleph, is
capable only of a profusion of mediocre poetic catalogues, the value of which lies only in
their interpretation. 10 Interpretation, however, is incompatible with the aleph: it is the
product of forgetfulness and of distortion, of a form of essentializing that is necessary for
human consciousness.
William Rowe describes sacred language as "a language without leakage or
ambiguities." This type of language, he argues, is the desire of those humans who claim
to represent a transcendent principle. "The most notorious twentieth century example," he
writes, is "the idea of bloodshed and sacrifice (of Jews, gypsies, homosexuals) in order to
make Europe 'whole'" (24-25). In reading Martin Fierro as a sacred text, it becomes
nothing but another Encyclopedia of Tlon, ready to homogenize the world with its
seductive "emanations of reality."ll Indeed, claiming that Martin Fierro, which is
ultimately a work of fiction, is "sacred," is an audacious and a dangerous act. As Nicolas
Shumway describes in The Invention of Argentina, Martin Fierro is a complicated

10 In "The Aleph" Daneri's poetic catalogue is awarded, like Borges' The Garden of Forking Paths, second
place in the National Prize for Literature. The Aleph and Other Stories, 132.
11 This is an interesting comment on the relationship between humanity and 'real' sacred texts. In "The
Gospel According to Mark," a literal reading of a sacred text has tragic consequences.
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political text. Close analysis of the text suggests that it can be read as a defense of the
landed oligarchy who ruled Argentine in the nineteenth century (268). Historically,
however, Martin Fierro has been taken as a vindication of the rural poor, where the
illiterate populace is said to have learned the poem from memory. This popularity made
Martin Fierro ideal as a nationalist banner and symbol of populist protest among Borges'

hated peronistas (268-277). Reading Martin Fierro as a sacred text converts it into the
basis for a totalitarian nationalism like peronismo.
Fortunately, for all that Borges uses mythic language in describing Martin Fierro,
his own use of the text is not so much an act of mythification as demystification. Or
rather, Borges' definition of a national myth is distinct from that of a sacred text. Linking
Martin Fierro to the Bible is a joke, mocking the idea that the poem might in some way

be sacred, divine, or essentially true. By choosing as his sacred text a poem written in the
Argentine vernacular, Borges mocks the 'sacred language' of the Spanish colonizers or of
the educated Argentine elite (of which he himself is a part). According to Anderson, the
translation of the Bible into vernacular languages resulted in both the reorganization of
the European community into national-linguistic groups and also a shift in the value of
the Bible from an 'emanation' of reality to a translation. For Borges, the value of Martin
Fierro as a national myth lies in the way that it differs from a sacred text. The sacred text,

in its relation to the aleph, is not open to interpretation; its sense of infinity comes from
the immeasurable details of reality that it contains. Martin Fierro has an opposite effect.
If it is infinite, this is because it is absolutely malleable, open to infinite "repetitions,
versions, perversions" ("Biography of Tadeo Isidoro Cruz," 40). As Borges notes in the
book review quoted earlier, Martin Fierro can be a famous book, it can be the Argentine
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spirit, or it can be the story of a barroom knife-fight. It is in the potential for
interpretation that the value of a 'national text' lies.

EL FIN DEL MUNDO

Figure 4: Martin Fierro, el gaucho insufrible

In Borges' stories, defining a national or international sentiment is the act of
interpreting a national text. Through interpretation, each reader is able to define her own
personal identity, drawing on a national myth without conforming to an imposed
ideology. The act of interpretation is fluid and infinite, malleable to the changes brought
about by shifting contexts. Yet the act of interpretation is not sufficient for a complete
engagement with a national identity. In interpreting, the reader remains essentially apart
from the text which she interprets. Juan Dahlmann's Argentine nationalism, at the
beginning of "The South," remains one more aspect of his cosmopolitan identity.
Engagement with the national text requires instead that one rewrite the national narrative.
J ean-Luc Nancy notes that, beyond romanticism, modem nostalgia for the foundational
myth includes "the wish to regenerate the old European humanity by resurrecting its most
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ancient myths, including the relentless staging of these myths" (46). In Borges' work, this
staging is an act of rewriting.
Each time Borges rewrites the story of the Argentine duel, he offers a new
interpretation of the national narrative that represents an engagement with the nation as a
literary form. By rewriting the narrative, Borges recontextualizes the story, offering not
merely his own interpretation but also a whole new structure within which the national
narrative can be interpreted. In "Pierre Menard, Author of Don Quixote," Pierre Menard
rewrites several chapters of the Quixote so that it corresponds, word-for-word, with the
original. In analyzing this literary project, Borges rejoices in the new interpretations that
the contemporary contextualization of an old text permits. Reading the Quixote from a
modem perspective allows for the application of William James, for example, or Bertrand
Russel. It introduces into the intellectual discourse new opportunities for analysis and
interpretation. In rewriting the Argentine duel, Borges similarly creates new texts that can
serve as the basis for an infinite pool of new interpretations of the Argentine national
sentiment.
At the end of "The South," Juan Dahlmann abandons the cosmopolitanism of The

Thousand and One Nights for an Argentine nationalism based on Borges' story "The
End." In traveling into the South, Dahlmann engages in an act of rewriting the national
narrative. The relationship between Dahlmann's perceived and actual experiences during
this voyage is ambiguous: Borges himself writes in his prologue "let it suffice for me to
suggest that it can be read as a direct narrative of novelistic events, and also in another
way" (105-106). In the end, Borges writes, "[DahlmannJ felt that ifhe had been able to
choose ... or to dream his death, this would have been the death he would have chosen or
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dreamt" (174). If Dahlmann's voyage is read as a choice or a dream, then he becomes the
author of his own narrative.
Even in rewriting the national narrative, however, Dahlmann is unable to engage
fully with his national identity. He is an outsider in his own mythic voyage, a
cosmopolitan and a librarian whose "actual knowledge of the countryside was quite
inferior to his nostalgic and literary knowledge" (171). In "The Argentine Writer and
Tradition," Borges infamously writes that the Koran has no camels because Mohammed
didn't need camels to prove he was Arabic (181). Dahlmann's nationalism, is contrast, is
the kind that would write camels into the Sahara, or gauchos into the pampas: ifhis trip is
read as a fever dream, this is exactly what he does. IfDahlmann's trip is seen as the
manifestation of his desire to return to a mythic community, that mythic community is
one for which he is painfully ill-suited.
Then, Dahlmann dies.

In life, Dahlmann is an author in control of his text; his act of writing is an
artificial creation, the engagement with a literary discourse that can never be his own.
When he dies, however, he is consumed by the national destiny that he trying to write.
That is to say, his death gives to his nationalism an authority that it never had in life.
Walter Benjamin writes that when considered in retrospect, a man's life-story is always
seen through the lens of his death (100). Death provides the conclusion to a man's life,
and in doing so converts that life into a story. Benjamin writes, "not only a man's
knowledge or wisdom, but above all his real life - and this is the stuff that stories are
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made of - first assumes transmissible form at the moment of his death" (94). Benjamin
suggests that death makes possible the transmission of the "real": in the case of Borges,
for whom all communication is fictive, death is the event which determines the literary
significance of a person's life. By dying a national death, Dahlmann makes the
achievement of his "South American destiny" the meaning of his existence. This is the
same act that gives Martin Fierro his name in "The End." In the beginning of that story,
Fierro is an anonymous gaucho, a faceless horseman in a wide-brimmed hat and a long
dark poncho, riding a dappled horse (160). It is only as the duel begins that Fierro is
called by name. By dying in a duel, Fierro is converted from an anonymous man ("the
stranger" or "el otro") to a mythic figure. Dahlmann, by re-enacting this death, similarly
converts himself into a national hero.
As a cosmopolitan, Dahlmann lived a solitary life, devoid of any kind of national
community. His death, deep in the South, is an equally solitary death. Yet in dying a
national death, Dahlmann is able to unite with a literary community that permits him to
achieve the desire for a real or imagine community that makes nationalism appealing. In
"A New Refutation of Time," Borges argues that moments of repetition, rather than being
infinitely varied, can all be understood as the same moment: that "all men who repeat one
line of Shakespeare are William Shakespeare" ("Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius," n. 27). By
dying in a duel, Dahlmann becomes every man who has died in a duel before him. He
integrates himself, a cosmopolitan intellectual, into the dream of a national community.
Juan Dahlmann dies the perfect death. As the author of his own life story, he is
able to create a text that justifies his existence. This text, based on a national narrative,
provides justification through the realization of a national destiny, a destiny that unites
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him with an imagined literary community. Because it is a narrative of death, and because
it is an individual narrative, it avoids all the dangers of a national narrative. Unlike the
case of Otto Dietrich zur Linde, whose self-sacrifice harkens the arrival of a new world
order based on violence, in Dahlmann's case there is no possibility of totalitarianism, no
danger of universal annihilation. As a solution to the national dilemma, however,
Dahlmann's story is profoundly tragic. It suggests that the national narrative, while
fulfilling, is one that can only be achieved in death. Dahlmann's national solution
requires the adherence to a narrative that is inherently fictive. In death, this fictive
narrative is resolved into a personal story. In life, like all works of fiction, it cannot be
sustained.

OPUS POSTHUMOUS

In this study of nationalism in Borges' works, concepts of the nation have become
increasingly literary, until national sentiment became the interpretation of a work of
literature and the problem of national identity, the problem of engagement with a literary
text. For the nationalists in Borges' work, literary engagement means the adherence to a
fixed and dangerous ideology. For the cosmopolitans, a chaotic reality makes this
engagement unsustainable. Juan Dahlmann is unique in that he manages to find a way to
fully engage with a national text, but this engagement is only achievable in death.
For Borges nationalism, like literature, is treated as a potential form of
justification. Pursuit of justification is what inspires Otto Dietrich zur Linde to fight with
the Nazis; it is what Dahlmann achieves when he fulfills his national destiny. In the
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parable "Borges and I," Borges separates himself into two distinct personas. As narrator,
he writes:
I live, I allow myself to live, so that Borges can spin out his
literature, and that literature is my justification. I willingly
admit that he has written a number of sound pages, but
those pages will not save me, perhaps because the good in
them no longer belongs to any individual, but rather to
language itself, or to tradition. (177)

I will not argue that Juan Dahlmann's death is figurative, that it represents anything so
abstract as 'the death of the author.' Yet for those of us who do not intend to catch the
next train into the South, it is through the act of authorship that Borges offers a form of
partial redemption. The act of writing, Borges suggests, is the pursuit of justification, just
as Dahlmann seeks justification in his voyage into the South. This redemption can only
be achieved in death. To die, as with Dahlmann, is to complete a life story: conversely, to
complete a text is to die, to put an end to the author-figure who is justified by that work.
The text becomes, as Borges says, part of language itself, or tradition. Thus Borges is
justified by the act of writing, but never saved.
Borges once wrote, "It is alright to read books for the truth they hold, but it is also
nice to read them for the marvelous things they contain" (Qtd. in Monegal, 183). When I
began writing this honors thesis, I too thought that I could achieve justification through
an act of literary engagement. I now see the pursuit of justification, as used in Borges'
works, as the unattainable goal that makes the game worth playing. If a written work can
never provide redemption, it is the pursuit of that justification which gives impetus to the
act of writing, of engaging with the literary community. Juan Dahlmann's life as a
municipal librarian may have been one of boredom and solitude, but ifhe was writing
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"The Library of Babel" while he was at it, maybe that's enough. At his most ironic,
Borges likes to present literature as mere distraction from the banality of the world we
live in. Literature, I think, is more than just a mere distraction. It allows for the
engagement with something marvelous through the pursuit of something true.
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